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Electrum XK10™ Hard Shell
Plates For Max Protection 

- Fire Resistant Exterior Protection
- Shock Absorbing Protium V™ Foam Throughout Suit
- Absortek II® Anti-Sweat Fabric Inner Lining
- “True Fit” Sizing Available In: MD/LG, XLG, XXLG/XXXLG 

Removable Chest and Back Plates Can 
Be Worn Externally or Concealed 
Inside Tactical Vest For MOLLE Usage

The Phenom 6® PX6 Tactical Riot Suit is by far the most versatile crowd control gear available today.  Its design, function, styling and fit are the result of the individuals behind it (literally):  20+ years of protective gear design 
and manufacturing experience + an equal amount of documented in field use analysis has been the driving force behind what is truly, “the latest and greatest” of its kind.

When thoughtfully designing our new riot suit we determined the previously unaddressed need for much greater flexibility of use for the wearer. Specifically, the need for the suit to take multiple forms/variations in different 
on-scene environments. Therefore, the suit provides increased mobility for extended deployment, and enhanced level of protection from high-threat environments such as civil disturbance, mass demonstrations, etc.  

Having a multitude of actual requirements in mind we created the PX6 Tactical Riot Upper Body Unit with a removable Impact Dispersal Plate that has the highest grade blunt force protection as well as doubling as a tactical vest 
which allows the addition of a rifle plate in front or back, and mounting your gear using an external MOLLE system. The versatility of this modular suit is unmatched as it can be configured in such a variety of ways. Each component 
can be worn together or individually paired with other products. 
 
The outer material of the suit uses a fire-resistant knit fabric protecting the users from flash fires and Molotov cocktails. The inner fabric uses an Absortek II® fabric technology which helps wick away perspiration keeping the user 
drier in high temperature and/or extended deployment. The vest uses an integrated waist cummerbund system that can be easily adjusted to various torsos for comfort, support and fit. The adjustable shoulder straps accommodate 
multiple torso lengths as well.

modular and multifunctional
TACTICAL RIOT SUIT
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SIZE
MD/LG
XLG
XXLG/XXXLG
* Size SM available by special order

38” - 46” (96.5 - 117cm)
46” - 54” (117 - 137cm)
56”+ (137+cm)
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TACTICAL RIOT SUIT

PX6 - TACTICAL RIOT SUIT 
      Upper Body Protector
      Shoulder/Forearm Protectors
      Thigh/Groin Protector
      Knee/Shin Guards 

* Sold as Complete Set with Gear Bag
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UPPER BODY PROTECTOR
 - Tactical Vest with removable Electrum XK10™ Chest and Back Impact Dispersal Plates
 - Impact Plates can be worn externally or concealed inside Tactical Vest
 - After Impact Plate removal the outside of the Tactical Vest reveals expansive MOLLE 

attachment coverage for pouches and accessories
 - Chest and Back Impact Dispersal Plates have the highest impact protection 

(offers 3 times the protection of the Damascus® FX1)
 - Trauma and Rifle Armor Plates (up to 10” x 12”) can fit in a specially designed top 

loading pocket (not included) 
 - Integrated communications/hydration elastic channels on shoulders
 - Hydration pocket in back (top loading)
 - Rear drag strap for emergency extraction
 - Fully adjustable shoulder straps and cummerbund 
 - Fire resistant knit outer material in accordance to EN13501-1:2007+A1:2009
 - Absortek II® inner lining helps wick moisture away 
 - 9” x 3” Velcro ID patches (sold separately) can be attached to the front and rear of 

MOLLE on the Tactical Vest and to the front and back of the Impact Plates

SHOULDER/FOREARM PROTECTORS
 - Removable and adjustable shoulder and forearm protectors
 - 2.5mm Electrum XK10™ hard plates with shock absorbing 

Protium V™ foam covered 420 denier Cordura nylon
 - Fire resistant knit outer material
 - Absortek II® lines the inside which offers comfort and breathability
 - Adjustable straps fasten with durable nylon elastic and Velcro®
 - The removable Shoulder can be used without the Forearm piece OR combined to be 

used as one complete arm protector. Both items can be worn or paired with other 
vests. Also sold separately as a pair (Item #PXA)

THIGH/GROIN PROTECTOR
 - Two separate thigh protectors do not obstruct the user’s  

uniformed duty belt or the holster/sidearm
 - Thigh protector can attach to either the vest or a standard duty belt
 - Outside of thigh protectors reveal expansive MOLLE attachment coverage for 

pouches and accessories
 - 7mm and 2.5mm shock absorbing Protium™ foam with 150 denier Cordura nylon 

covering the entire outside 
 - Fire resistant knit outer material 
 - Absortek II® lines the inside which offers comfort and breathability
 - Adjustable straps fasten with durable nylon elastic and Velcro®
 - Unisex Groin Protector with shock absorbing Protium™ foam
 - Includes quick disconnect clips on front and back for easy restroom access

KNEE/SHIN GUARDS
 - Hard Electrum XK10™ knee caps with super non-slip grip 
 - Heavy-duty reinforced Protium V™ foam padded nylon inner support
 - Fire resistant knit outer material 
 - Absortek II® lines the inside which offers comfort and breathability
 - Inner support riveted to the shin plates for ultimate durability
 - Multiple adjustable nylon triangle quick connect straps gives a secure fit
 - Removable foot and ankle protector fits securely to the shoe

NEW

Tactical Vest can be worn without hard 
plates featuring expansive MOLLE loops
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